LENOVO LC50 MODULAR CAMERA
THE CLEAR CHOICE FOR HOME WEBCAMMING

SIMPlicity meets clarity for the new reality

For home learning and remote working, your presentations need to be crisp. The Lenovo LC50 Monitor Webcam streams in full 1080p resolution from a modern and minimally designed camera. Attaching to your monitor simply with a magnet, LC50 complements your screen head's modern chic styling while minimizing clutter and fuss. With a wide 90° FOV and 4x digital zoom, you can frame and zoom in easily. With its built-in dual mics featuring smart voice capture, the LC50 is equally great at capturing sound and picks out your voice within a 2-meter range. Privacy features include a physical shutter and Lenovo-patented Privacy Light, which illuminates to show whenever your video or audio is live.

FEATURES OF LENOVO LC50 MODULAR CAMERA

Streamline your streaming
Complement the modern stylings of your home with LC50’s sleek and simple form. Its magnetic attachment means it sits effortlessly on top of your monitor’s screen head with no clumsy feet or clamps to ruin its clean lines. And because privacy is so important to you, especially at home, the webcam’s physical shutter closes fully over the lens for your peace of mind. And since LC50 also features Lenovo’s patented Privacy Light that illuminates red whenever the camera is accessing video or audio, you and your family will always know when you’re live.

Quality with clarity
Present your work to teachers, tutors, or colleagues with pro-level quality thanks to LC50’s 1080p resolution camera and large ½-inch RGB sensor. The camera’s wide 90° field of view is perfect for capturing whatever you need to showcase, whether that’s a piece of coursework or your whole family in front of the screen talking to distant relatives. Its 4x digital zoom coupled with the camera’s tilt function can frame just what you want others to see while leaving private details out of the shot.

Say goodbye to distractions
Deliver sound as crisp and clear as the hi-def images that go with it. LC50’s dual built-in mics capture your voice while actively canceling background noises so that sound comes through clearly in your business calls or online tutorial groups. Say goodbye to noisy distractions.
# Lenovo LC50 Modular Camera

**Resolution**  
1080p / 30fps (up to 1920 x 1080 pixels)

**Lens Type**  
RGB

**RGB Sensor Size**  
1/2.9-inch

**RGB DFOV**  
90°

**Digital Zoom**  
4x

**Focus Type**  
Fixed focus

**Microphone**  
Built-in 2x

**Noise Cancellation**  
Yes

**Privacy Shutter**  
Yes (built-in)

**Privacy Light**  
Yes (built-in)

**Camera Control**  
Tilt

**Cable Length**  
1.5m

**System Support**  
Windows, Mac, Android

---

*Lenovo LC50 is compatible with selected Lenovo Q, L, S, Y and G series monitors only.*

Depending on many factors such as the processing capability of peripheral devices, file attributes, and other factors related to system configuration and operating environments, the actual transfer rate using the various USB connectors on this device will vary and is typically slower than the data rates as defined by the respective USB specifications: ~ 5 Gbit/s for USB 3.1 Gen1, 10 Gbit/s for USB 3.1 Gen2 & 20 Gbit/s for USB 3.2.
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